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Rolandell·i_:._-js
flew Senate VP
.

Committee
plans to
.publish
evraluations

.

The general tone was one of giving
the riew VP time to learn procedure.
The highlight of the February 19 Ms. Rolandelli was approved (12
Senate meeting was the confirma- votes necessary), 12..0-3.
tion ·of Pam Rolandelli as the new
The other item voted on was the
Vice President, filling an office va- confirmation of two new senators.
cant since the early December Senior Bill Hudgins replaces Dennis
.resignation of Dave Ellerbr~k, and Diemer . in an April seat, and
the· two subsequent rejections of freshman Jack Diamond succeeds to
Marty Dybicz. Ms. Rolandelli was . ·Rolandelli's December seat. The .
depicted by Pres. McCaffrey as Hudgins confirmation was a
energetic, amiable, and able to work foregone conclusion, not made
both with him and the Senate. Her previously due to a procedural-·
accomplishments with Commuter foulup. The Diamond nomination
Council and background in was questioned on the basis that he
parliamentary procedure were had not run in December. His reply
noted. She defined the VP's role as was that, as a Marion resident and a
that of an intermediary between freshman, he was relatively unstudents, senators, and the Presi- known on campus. Secret ballots
dent, a conduit o( information to confirmed Diamond, 10-3~1, and
and from University committees and Hudgins, 13-1~.
officials, and an impartial parliamenTom Madigan introduced ·ideas
tarian. Senator Russo a.sked whether on ·improving Fieldhouse decor for
she had any "primary objectives" for feedback . from senators: Coach
the office, which brought the reply ·Baker, ·in talks with Madigan, was .
: "l'm·not planning to. run for Presi- · receptive.t9 some of the following:.
..... "dent.'.\To Senator¥ oley~s statement-. caricatures:·of. -basJcetball players on
that the VP's primary role is that of the north wall; better XU identificaparliamentarian, contrary to Pres. tion at center court and the ends of
McCaffrey's idea, it was noted that the floor; new American- and XU
the con.'ltitution explicitly designates flags, repositioned; spotlights on the
thesecretaryaschiefparliamentar:ia~.
. Rolendelll to pilge 6
By RAY LEBOWSKI
X•vler Newa Staff Wrl_ter

-

Black faculty members ci.te problem·s
By SHANNON FLYNN
·Xavier New• Staff Writer

The 'Black educator at Xavier
finds that he is struggling with many
inconsistencies, according to spokespeople at the University and Urban
Affairs Office._Questions frequently raised are:
Although Xavier is situated in the
heart of an urban area is it adequate·ly preparing students toacceptanactive role in society, the intercultural
~real-world"? How do your~ !he!
. conseiousness of students and faculty, white and black to an awareness
of their personal rights and responsibilities? How do you explain the

....,_Jn.CIIIIf

Little known program permits students to attend
Xavier who don't qualify for
normal -admission-and
raises some serious
questions about academic
standa;ds.

X.vler New1 Stall Writer

One last time

· Xavier Athletic Director Jim McCafferty presented senior women
basketball players Joyce Young and
· Anne Ernst with roses during halftime
of the team's last home game Monday
·
·
night.

Poor can benefit from unique
credit union aptly named...

Student Government has set up a
committee designed for dealing with
teacher- course evaluation. The purpose of this committee is to publish
information concerning the core
curriculum courses and the teachers.
Given this information, the student
will be able to decide which courses
and teachers they prefer. The evaluation is designed primarily· for the
needs of freshmen and sophomores.
Junior Tim Lynch and Jim
Tallmadge, sophomore, are organizing the committee. Though set up
under Student Government and
authorized by President Mike McCaffery, the committee is not run by
Government members. It is comprised solely of concerned students.
The publication will list the core
courses and teachers of each course .
·TIM:re will be included a description
of the course, the teacher's method
of teaching and testing, and class
procedures. Also included will be
student critiques of the course and
Committee to page 8

E.verybody'-s

scarcity of Black educators at .
By RICHARD BURKE
Xavier Newa StaH Writer·
Essentially, Everybody's function made by community members. Still
Xavier?
Looking for an opportunity to is to avail credit union services to in its early stages, the union returns
Commented Dr. Napoleon Bryant
assist your fellow man? Why not · those unable to get them elsewhere, only 1% per annum at present, but
of the Department of Education, "I
transfer your savings or part of your. i.e. the poor, the self-employed,-and hopes to pay a competitive interest
feel Xavier should be doing more to
savings to Everybody's Credit Un· the small businessman. Such services ·rate in the not-too-distant future.
prepare students for intercultural
Economically speaking,
suburban, urban and. inner city iori, an economic cooperative found- include savings, loans, and ·financial Everybod.y's should not be
ed three years ago by the counselling. Credit Unions are
situations."
Archdiocese's Social Action Com- generally formed around a common succeeding, yet it does. The· reason
This is the second in a series of mittee.
bond, as in the case of a company's for this is a modified charity which
three articles ·concerning the
"In Everybody's we have .employees. If Everybody's were to Fr. Urmston seesas "the middle class
problems Of black. educ:aton and so!'Jlething that may be unique in the specify a common· bond · it would reaching out to a·ssist their less forbl~ck ·Students on the Xavier cam- ·.world," related Fr. Ben Urmston, probably be poverty.·
tunate brothers. I'd like to include
.::P..::US;:.:._
.. - - . . . - - - - - - - - - Bellarmine · Chapel pastor and
Loans are issued at the very t~ upper class as well," he added,
Marva Moore;asAssistant Direc-· Xavier's board· representative, ~a: • reasonable rate of t~ per month on . "bJJt r~sponse in the higher income
· tor of University.and Urban Affairs non-profit credit union aimed at the balance outs~ndmg, well below brackets has been small."
Though founded by the
and ~turer, perc:eives. the same· bridging the economic gaps between present commen:tal rates. Funds for
Bleck to page 12 incom~ levels."
<·these loans come from the deposits
Everybody'• to page 7

·aj JOHN LECHU:ITER.

·operation
Fulltime·· ~.

By DEBORAH GASTON

It's not a military maneuver; it's
not the ~Ode name for some covert
CIA activity; nor is. it the successor
of Whip Inflation Now. .
· Instead, Operation Fulltime, as
it's called, .is an' academic program
under .. the direction of Xavier's
Collep of Continuing f:ducation.
Although it's nearly four ¥ears old,
few-save those whom it serves-are
even aware of its existence; ·
What does Operation Full time involve? Briefly, this: it offers admis·sion to Xavier in the College of Con~.
tinuing Education for students who·
are believed to be capable ofC-level
college work but who fail to meet requirements foradmis~ion to the Undergraduate Day Division.
. ,
Dr. Robert Helmes, Dean of the
College of Continuing Education,
himself selects those allowed to enter
the p~ogram. Such admission

decisions, Helmes told the News, are during the second semester. If their
based. on the student's standardized level of performance 'is maintained
test scores and high IChool record, through the second semester; Operawith greater emphasis being given to tion Fulltime students· may then, if
they desire, seek admission to the
the 18tter.
Last faU, Helmes stated, about 30 . Undergraduate Day School.
Helmes feels that the prO&ram:has
students were offered admission to
Xavier through Operation Fulltime. · been fairly successful: "Those
Of this number 2o-2S -divided into students (in Operation Fulltime}
roilghly equal numbCn of in-tow·n who have attended class· and kept
and out-of-town students- actually
commentafJ.
.enrolled.
Students in the . Operation · contact with our offtee have "done
Full time program are limited to a 12- very well." Helmes, Assistant C.C.E.
Dean Dr. Milton Partridge, and four
hour course ·load for their flt'st
others provide academic counseling
semester. One .evening course, CA
services for the students involved in
122 Written Communication and
the program. Each student, Helmes
Reports, is required of all students.
The remaining nine hours are similar emphasized, is dealt with on an in-to those taken by any freshman and
dividual basis.
.
may be taken in regular day classes.
Does Operation Fulltime mean, in
Those students who :make · effect, that anyone can effectively
satisfactory progress (C average or gain admission to Xavier, regardless
better) during the first !i(lmester are
of poor qualifications?
Helmes doesn't think so. In the
allowed to take as many as ,15 hours

first place, he told the News, not
everyone rejected for admission to
the Undergraduate Day Division is·
in turn accepted into Operation
Fulltime. Some fail to qualify for
either.
Moreover, Helmes stated, some
students' previous academic records
are not reliable indiea&ions of their
performance .on the college level.
"Some kids who do po~rly in high
school," according to Helmes, ~are
able to come to Xavier and pick up
the ball. Operation Fulltime gives
students an opportunit"" to prove
themselves. Rather than'. writing
them off, it gives them a cha~ce."
"Naturally," he concluded, • there
are some in the program who don't
want to work, who don't go to
class-these people we really can't
help."·
Helmes compared Operation
Fulltime to a two-year junior or
Operation to page 8

Larry S eehe.

this week

Xavier News columnist.

·in the news
complied blf PAUL RANIERI

Commuter Day coming up
Commuter Day, March 5, luis the purpose of bridging the gap
between the dorm student and the commuter student.
The activities of the day will include bringing a fellow student to
Kuhlman Hall dorm, where a reception is planned. (With the permission of the Director of Housing, hours will be extended from noon to
midnight that particular day.) Dorm students are encouraged to invite
a commuter to lunch and dinner.lntheevening,a basketball game and
Tucker's Tavern will hopefully be attended by dorm students and commuter friends.
The goal for Commuter Day is to establish a sense of oneness
between the students attending Xavier.

Women form Media at Xavier
A new campus group dedicated to the enrichment of xavier's
women Communication Arts majors is currently being formed. The ·
goals of this group include opportunity for leadership, closer
friendships in theCA department, a greater sense of professionalism in
academic studies, and subsequent direct links with the professional
world. MAX has just begun the two year petitioning period necessary
to become a chartered campus chapter of WICI (Women In Communications, Inc.), a natiomll society of professional communicators.
All Xavier sophomores, juniors, seniors, and graduate students majoring in Journalism, TV I Radio, Public Relations, orCA education, ·
are invited to attend the Sunday evening meetings held weekly (7 p.m.)
at Breen Lodge. For additional information contact Mimi Keegan or
Jean Dye at Xavier's Public Relations office, 745-333 I.
J

Xavier hosts Reds announcer today

Marty Brenneman, radio voice of the Cincinnati Reds, will speak today, Wednesday February 26, from I :30 to 3:30 pm. in the Terrace
room. Featured will be movies of some selected Reds games, a question and answer period, and refreshments courtesy of Stroh's Beer.

At one time or another, we all im• ·.:
agine ourselves standing tall before "
the crowd and being spurred on by
their cheers to new and greater
achievements. It doesn't matter
where your. dream casts you: it could
be the Super Bowl or Bowling For
Dollars. What matters is ·that it's
your dream ancJyouare the star. Unfortunately, a dream is only a dream
and the common man is rarely afforded the chance to make it real. To
recognize the
chance and to seize
it; this is the stuff
that makes life
worth living. (Man
exists .for his
dreams.)
The following is
a story of four
young men who
grabbed for that
opportunity.
While their tale is
true, the names ·
have been retained
to designate, incriminate, exonerate,
and
socially elevate
them for their fol- ,-:-··.
ly.

Bennis .to speak on education problems
On Wednesday, March 12 at 8:15pm., Dr. Warren Bennis, President of .the University of Cincinnati, will speak at The Cincinnati
Historical Society i.n Eden Park on the problems that are confronting
institutions of higher learning and will focus on the effects of these
problems on the University of Cincinnati.
.
Since World War II, it has been possible for virtually every
American to attend a college or university. In the.l960's, a new community college was opened every ten days. Today, enrollment has
dropped and endowment income is so low that many private colleges
are being forced to close. Education's "ivory tower" is leaning
dangerously, says Dr. Bennis, a specialist on education and
organizational problem~ of public and private management. For the title of his talk, Dr. Bennis has chosen "The Pauper That Lives In A
Palace: Can Higher Education's 'Leaning Ivory Tower' Be Rescued?"
The public is welcome to attend this free lecture. An exhibit of
photographs~ manuscripts.and books of area colleges and universities
including Xavier will be on display in the Hauck Room. Doors will
open at 7:30pm. For further information, telephone 241-4622.

Residence Hall positions open

MARDI GRAS

Applications will be available February.24th for Residence Hall
Staff positions for the 1975-76 Academic Year and Summer Session
1975. These applications are for various positions such as Hall Directors, Assistant Directors, and Resident Assistants.
All applicants will need to secure the applications from the Information Desk in the University Center. Each applicant must submit three
reference .letters from persons who know ·them well, i.e. Faculty
member, priests, supervisors, etc. but not present hall staff or relatives.
The deadline for completed applications is March 10, 1975 at 5:00
. p.m.

Fri.-Feb. 28th

Semi-Formal at Music
Hall - 9 to 1 am
Music by Haymarket Riot
$7.00 per couple includes
all set lips

Sat. March 1st
Las Vegas Casino Nite
in Cafeteria 10 - 2 am
Music
Refreshments
$1.00 per person with X.U.
1.0.
$2.00 per person · without
1.0.

R/lie team takes two
Xavier's rifle team, on completion of its last two matches, now owns
a 2-3 season mark. After beating the University of Toledo by 125
points, Xavier went on to whip Miami University by 84 points (20731989). This victory avenged an earlier SO point loss at the hands of
Miami. Xavier's top four shooters in the Miami match and their
averages are: Chris Smith 531, 265.5; Paula Wellbrock 530, 265; Roger
Jeter 516, 258; Mark Pitcher 496,248.
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With a X.U.-Miami basketball
game ticket you get in
for ~·price!!

··I

Your can play an Important role In Improving the llv·
lng conditions of low Income people In the U.S. and . ·· '
:::eveloplng nations thru VISTA or the Peace Cor~~
Volunteer assignments beginning April, May, June
arere now being filled.
Seniors and grad stud.ents should see recruiters on
campus:

Outside
Bookstore

The Xavier News Is the official student
newspaper of Xavier University; The arllcles, pictures, and format are the responsibility of the

I

Xavier News. Chew on
.it. Digest it.
, .
What we're writing is
Don t JUSt look at the what you should know.

EAT IT!

·our
and stretch
your bucks.
Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes, ·
enjoying an out-of-town ball game, partying with
.. someone special or soaking up the bright city
lights. Or home with the folks. We've got a place
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the
return= portion ofyour round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
ci_ties. For information; see your travel agent or call
Ptedmont. Take us up. . . . · ··
.
.

HA88AN MOTORS, INC.
:1813. MONTGOMI:IW ROAD
CINCINNATI, 0Hio.4•ata
8:11-8800

10% OFF
on all service and parts to
x.u. students and .faculty
with Identification cards.

editors and do not represent the views of the admust carry signature and addr¥s of writer.
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any
unless specifically stated.
letter and limit frequent writers.
The News is published weekly during the school
Main offices, first floor, University Center
year except during vacation and exam !nation
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
3561. Advertising telephone: (513) 745·3431.
_4g?Q7. §.u_bscripllonsare $5.00peryear. The News
Editor ................... :. .. John Lechloiter
was entered as second class matter October 4, · Managing Editor ........•... , Mary C. Henkel
1940, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
Advisor ......................... James Cahill
. Business Manager ................ Jack Jellre
the Act of March· 3, 1879.
Letters submitted to the News lor publication
Associate Editor ............ , .... Paul Ranien

Associate Editor ..•.......•. Richard Laginess
Arts Editor .. : ...•...............•• Anita Suck
Sports Editor .........•••......... Tom Usher
Photo Editor .. : . ......•............ Pat Sayres
Production Manager .............. Don Barker
·Circulation Manager .............. Tlm Lynch
Art Director .................... Carol Jacober
Copy Editor ....•..... , ..•..• Joyce Schreiber
Assistant to the Editor .......... Bob Feldhaus
Columnist ••...• ••.•...........•... Tom Flynn·
Columnist • . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • Larry Sheehe

Staff ... ."....•.... , . . • • • . . . . • Gordon Sartell,
Frank Bernard!, Richard Burke, Jerry Cox, Ron
Cserbak, Steve Cummings, Shannon Flynn, Kathy
Folio, Jack Franckhauser, Pat Freeley, Deborah
Gaston, Bill Hall, Sob Hinkley, Fred Jorgensen,
.Boone Kirkman, Mary Knight, Ray Lebowskl, Pat
Lynch, Kevin McGraw, Steve Moser, Tom Petre,.
Marcia Plescia, Tlm Ranaghan, Tracey Robson,
Stan Saunter, Dan Shick, Alta Schoenfeld, John
Schuler, Diane Sentner, Milton Sprowl, Gayle·
Stayton, Bruno Stegmoyer, John Stevie, Jim
Tallmadge, Don Theis, John Woolard.
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WOULD YOU LIKE

Lunchtime
discussions

at Breen

TO BET ON A
SURE THING?

Xavier students Ray
Lebowski, Tom Madigan,
and Pam Rolandelli were
among those who aHend·
ed the first Breen Lodge
Brown Bag discussion
last week. The program. is
scheduled to be held at
1:30 every WedneSday at
the Breen Lodge, on
Ledgewood Drive.

L

To replace Klein in fall

818ft plloto br PAT SAYRES

New Campus Ministry hea~ is-sought

•

ministry. Members of this com- present these' names' to the Jesuit
mittee are Flavian Becker (chair- Provincial, who will present them to
Bellarmine Chapel has under- man), Ms. Mariano Feldmann, Dr. Archbishop Joseph Bernardin, since
taken the search fora new pastor and Richard Garascia, Mr. William Bellarmine Chapel is also a diocesan
head ofBellarmine Chapel ministly. Herring, Mrs. Grace Kearny, Rev. parish. These three officials will·
Thisactionwastakeninanticipation. Edward Schmidt, S.J., Rev. Ben- review the candidates and make a
of Father .Leo Klein's resignation as jamin Ur'mston, S.J., and Rev. Leo final 8election.
In an interview, Father Klein addhead of the Ministry to accept a new Klein, S.J. (non-votirig member).
ed that the committee, representing a
position as head of the Theology
Among other things, the comDepartment next fall.
mittee has succeeded in formulating cross section of people attending
Bellarmine, leads to a better interacBefore Father Klein came to a description of the Bellarmine tion between the parish community
Xavier, Bellarmine Chapel's service Chapel mini~try. Based on this and Xavier University .
. to the community and the University definition of the ministry, the cominvolved a .separate pastor for the mittee has formulated ajobdescripcommunity and a separate Campus tion for the position of pastor and
Minister for the University. Klein, Director of Campus Ministry. The d-I.SCUSS
however, was appointed to serve committee has also drafted a letter
both capacities, and in his five and describing Xavier's need for a new
On Sunday, March 2, at 3:00pm,
one-half years as head of Bellarmine head of Bellarmine ministry. This Dr. Clifford Barnes wilt speak on
Chapel, he and his staff have "letter, along with the description of "What to Listen for in Opera" in the
succeeded in integrating both the Bellarmine Chapel ministry • and the University Center Theatre. This talk
community and the University into job description, was mailed to all will feature singers and music from
one entity, tbe Bellarmine Chapel Jesuit colleges and universities in the upcoming· Communiversity
ministry. At present, Klein is serving the United States. hi addition·, any Theatre production of Wfhe Merry
as pastor of the community and as Jesuit priest presently at Xiivier who Wives of Windsor" and other
Campus Minister of the students, meets the qualifiCations set down by operas. It will cover examples of
faculty, and administration of the committee is eligible to apply for . _.different national styles and peri&is
Xavier.
the position.
of opera, and will assist all who atThe Bellarmine Parish Council
All applicants will be interviewed t~nd to better understand, aphas appointed a speciaJ committee by the committee, which will recom- preciate and enjoy opera.
deSigned to represent all fa"ctions · mend.
·
candidates to - The public is invited; there is no
within the Bellarmine Chapel Father
ulligan will then admission

You can't · lose_ with Programmed
PLAIDS, and we're so sure, that we'll bet
you the price of a Programmed PLAlD to
prove it. PLAIDS will help you get
through that really ~ough course, or help
you get an A in another.

By BOB STEGMO\'ER
X...•N-IIIffWrtter

Dr. Barn-es tO.
opera

Just buy a PLAID, read it and mark H
up if you want. If the PLAID doesn't
work for you, just return for a full refund
before MARCH 12.

· .. ~YOU CAN'T LOSE
AND YOU MAY WIN
MORE THAN -YOU THINKI
AVAILABLE IN
XAVIER U. BOOKSTORE

-·w-- • ----•••
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GIVE YOUR HEART
WITH A HEART DIAMOND_
Increase her heartbeat when you aive her your
heart. Dazzle her with a HEART diamond. A ring,
pendant or pin with a slorious diamond, exquisitely
cut. We'll help you find the ideal diamond ... to show
her she has your heart and must handle with care

1 Carat .815 ......................

·9-ZB
. <»•w...ff'
DISCOUNT
TO ALL
XAVIER
STUDENTS

w...... ,._, .. 1171

•...,.....
Clnclnn8tl, Ohio

tel: 621·0704

'Q

Carat Sets

STUDENT
CHARGE
ACCOUNTS
INVITED

0

Cecily Cardew (Patricia
Davidson) gives a rose to
her fiance, Algernon
Moncrieff
(Steve
Mueller)in Oscar Wilde's
classic farce to be
presented February 28,
·March 1, 2, 7, 8, & 9 at
8:00p.m.

Several :Yean aao I listened to a · mo~ .accurate description Qf wbatto
recording of Oscar Wilde's classic expect. Stew Mueller, alias AJ,gerfarce The Importance of &ing non Moncricff, alias Mr. Bunbury
Earnest with. Sir John Giclgud as informed tliis reporter that FArnes;
John Worthing and Dame Edith· was. "in .every way the visi~le per. Evans as Lady Bracknell. Please soruficat1on of absolute perfection ..
· keep in mind that this is far from be· I replied. "Which Earnest T' He left.
ing my favorite play, although I
Cynthia Savage happened by·
sP«:nd a great deal of time dabbling reciting what I thought to bC; "It
in trivialities. Earnest always went· would leave no room for
tediously slow with a type of languid developments, and I intend to
spirit which seemed to pervade the develop in . many' ~irections." J
characters. In this recording though, followe~ hoping for a development
J recognized the beauty of spon· but receiVed a slammed door in the
taneous language. The play moved face. Cynthia will explain. By the
with great spirit, the wit was .not way, Cynthia will portray Gwencontrived, and the silliness I d..:.o.;,.li.;_'ne.;.; .;. ._ _ _ _--:-----__;
previously found was lost. There was
a· preV/BW
certain grace to this farce, a style or
smoothness that created rhythm
My last resort was to comer Dana
through language. Gwendoline/even Elliott, who will play Miss Prism, the
says in Act Ill, "In matters of.grave governess head-over-heels in love
importance, style, not sincc{rity, is with Dr. Chausible, played by Jeff
the vital thing." So right she is, at Linton. We spoke for several
least in this play of grave farce.
seconds befo~ her cue· and 1
Next weekend, February 28, learned much help was needed to
March I, & 2, the Xavier Player's finisntliesets-and why didn't I stop
production of Earnest opens and writing and start painting ....
continues the following weekend.
Back home, all does seem well for
· With my brief association with the the opening of The Importance of
Players, I have high expectations for Being Earnest. This is a good cast,
a successful production. Last well directed by Dim Ledford, in an
Wednesday night Matt Diehl (Hohn "agreeable" play. As Wilde put it,
. Worthing) answered my question "The only ·question is whether the
. with the same reply Oscar Wilde audience will be a success."
gave when asked the d·ay before the
I am anticipating.....
·D.M.H.
premiere 'whether he expected his
•
play to succeed, he replied, "My dear
Authentic Victorian style has been
fellow. The play is a success. The
.
adopted
for ·this production. Set
only question is whether the
Designer Dennis Hunsicker, a stuaudience will be a success."
With such extreme confidence in dent of Architecture from U.C. who·
mind, I left Mr. Diehl in search of a , designed sets for Bus Stop and
Henry IV Part tfor the Players, has
designed and helped execute an entire renovation of Xavier's theatre in
Victorian style. Costume Co. ordinator Dana Elliot has had all
costumes individually designed and
hand-made for each major
· character. The overall effect is to
place the entire production into the
1897 setting in which it was first
produced.
Performances are at 8:00 p.m.
February 28, March 1, 2, 7, 8, and 9.
Tickets are$2.00 for adults, S 1.00 for
students,· and Xavier students free
with J.D.'s. For tickets stop in the
Box Office across from the Grill or
call 745-3939.
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ThE NaturE
Once you put The N a t u r e S h o E
Shoe .on your feet, the feeling
goes straight to your face.,
In the form of one enormous grin. Because The
Nature. Shoe is ~. careful}y de~igned. form for your
feet whrch takes rnto consrderatron the way your foot
is shaped and the way you were meant to wo!!lk in
the first place.
Your foot ~o!ls o!ln o!lrch, so The No!!ture Shoe ho!ls
an.arch.
Your foot ho!!s. o!l heel, so The Nature Shoe mo!lkes
room for your heel. . And the heel is slightly lower
than the toe beco!luse that's how your weight is most
naturally distributed.
The t-:Jature Shoe is made with the finest quo!!lity'
materrals o!lnd workmanship for· optimum comfort
end wear.
Bring your feet in for o!l test grin. 35.00.
Men's Shoes, Second Floor
Fifth Street: Kenwood, Tri~,
County . Md Northgo!lte.
·

Xavier Free
U. announces
new courses
The Free UDiversity has announced its schedule for the spring
semester. It includes courses in
swimming, guitar, photography,
film appr:eciation, billiards, bartending, cooking, plant care, and
various needle-and handcrafts.
Times, places and instructors are
listed in the Free University
brochure, available now (or very
soon) at the Information Desk.
Free. University encourages
everyone-students, faculty, high
school · people, neighborhood
residents-to _partake of hassle-free
loosely structured education in basic
life-skills, arts, and crafts. Our instructors .are gentle and generous
people who like to teach others the
skills that mean much to them; our
students are people who seek new
knowledge, and enjoy small-scale,
personal learning situations. Free
University has no tuition, core
curriculum, and little overhead; peo·
pie are under no pressure, and most
classes take place in the cozy plant·
oxygenated atmosphere of Breen
·
Lodge.
In accordance with our
philosophy, · Free University
operates a plant supply co-operative
out of Breen Lodge, purchasing
pots, soil, charcoal, pebbles, etc. in
wholesale lots, at wholesale prices, .
passing savings on to participants at
very slightly more than cost, to cover
transporation expenses. Soil is 5~ a
quart; pots are 25 and 30¢.
For more information, or ideas
(because we tove feedback), andespecially if you'd like to teach a course
or give a lecture, ·contact Karla
Thompson, 5 II Kuhlman, 745-3692,
or Anita Buck, Breen Lodge, 7453322. To register for the courses that
require it, call or visit the Information Desk, 745-320 I.

Scenes:

a lifetime
of love and failure

lngmar Bergman's latest release, glass wall, forcing a nominal objecScenes from a Marriage, was first tivity on us; words drop easily on the
filmed in six parts for Swedish televi- ears, but their meaning ripples painsion, then edited (by Bergman fully throughout one's being. It is at
. himself) down to two hours and 48 once objective and subjective; we are
minutes for theatrical play. The ver- forced to bring ourselves to the fUm.
sion booked for Cincinnati is a Memories of scenes in our own lives
dubbed one, excellently done.
. similar to those on screen crowd up
Scenes is BergmaA like I've never alongside:
·
seen. There's no allegory, little symThat final, gentle scene in the cotbolism, few obviously arty shots. In- ta8t) is a tempting one. It would bC
stead, Scenes is an oxhausting, very easy t_o feel reassured by it, to
fascinating examination of modern feel all the pain. and viciousness
marriage, and, by extension, the in- assuaged by time and experience, to
let all go and come out of the theatre
stitution itself.
The film concerns an affluent and vaguely fulfilled, tears drying on
accomplished couple, Marianne and one's cheeks. There certainly is more
Johann (Liv Ullman and Erland dian a modicum of truth in that
Josephson), ten years of marriage, · mellowing process, but Bergman has
two children. They are a perfect something else in mind.
Other Bergman work is packed
match, they and everyone else agree,
too vehemently to be true. Early in with myth, with allegory, with symthe film, we see tensions and flaws bolism. Many films are set in the
that are immediately capped; the past, placing a barrier to surfacemarriage crumbles quite suddenly identification. We feel their truth
when Johann ,announces one night chiefly on a spiritual, subconscious
that he is leaving for
Paris the next day
with his mistress. Officially, the union
staggers along for
· a couple of years,
with several onenight
reconciliations; the papers
are finally signed,
catharsis achieved
by physical violence.
The sixth chapter
shows Johann and
· Marianne having a
weekend affair at a
country cottage,
some ten years after
the film opens.
Each has remarried,
not happily, but as
Marianne says, "I
prefer to stick it
out." They are older,
mellowedly tolerant,
content, even hapIIIUatr•llon br 8._, Artlll CAROL .IACOIIR
PY in a disillusioned way; no longer asking leve I, hit even physically by meaning,
for superlatives, they are not disap- ·but only with difficulty able to compointed. It is a very Scandinavian prehend intellectually. Scenes is a
view of things.
complete reversal, hitting the viewer
Scenes is alarmingly realistic. At first superficially, allowing her/ him
one point or another, one sees one's to synthesize as deeply as is
own relationships mirrored up there necessary or possible. It is a brilliant
for all to see; it is not a felicitious pic- film, even at mere face value,
ture of marriage, but it also is dif- photographed in beautiful blandness
ficult to determine precisely what that contrasts so with the
Bergman wishes to say about it.
dagger I sledgehammer dialogue.
In any case, howevereverydayand The same contrast is found in Ulplodding it sounds, Bergman lman with her. soft, baby-doll Nordic
she reflects the terrific
handles his characters with im- features,
mediacy and warmth. Shots are wounds Marianne receives •. and
overwhelmingly close, with much gives.
Scenes will certainly become
focus on eyes. We are projected right
into the characters' lives~ sometimes Bergman's most popular (commerinto the characters, but the feeling cial) film, but it has lost no integrity
also is that we are there behind a thin for aU that.
-Anita Buck
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THEATRE is not dead ...
If you're interestedin participating in any.
way, watch for the next General Meeting
of the X. U. Players.

'(J)~ &6kit7Ut
Exclusively Herschede's

Music Director

the_ present
., . _, . ,....... fora

JOIN
Young Friends of the Arts (YFA) to enjoy Music Hall concerts by our world-acclaimed Symphony, also exciting
perfonnances of the Cincinnati Ballet and Playhouse-In- ·
the-Park.;. and NOW, even the jazz-country-blues-rock
spectaculars at the Cincinnati Renalnance, 9th & Plum
Sts. Plus other attractlonslll

·~,)Future.
. . :,

v.::~~

··;.:,;

PHONE
475·5114 for Information about joining In ·the fun of YFA
membership for a mere $5 annually ••• If you are 30 or under, and attending high 1chool or college.
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ENJOY! ENJOY!
and save money
1171

From $270.
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SINCl 18?7

4W. FOURTH
TRI..COUNTY CENTER
KENWOOD PLAZA
HYDE PARK SQUARE

Ask About Our Student l~urchase Plan

Jobs For
Summer
Look
Promising
Informed sources report that
summer job opportunities for
college students "look good" this
rear. National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Guest Resorts, Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
throughout the nation are now
seeking student applications.
Summer job placement coordinators at Opportunity Research
(SAP) report that despite national
economics tourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
indicate that people may not go
for the big purchases such as new
cars, new homes, fllmiture or
appliances, but most appear to be
planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet .on student job
assistance may be obtained by
sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Dr.,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
·seekers are urged to apply early!
, ... 5

TOM USHER, SPORTS EDITOR
It's the single most rowdy sports
event of the year, and it happens ...
By TOM USHER
Sport• Editor

It's the little things that make it
what it is. It's bedsheets hanging
from the 3rd floor of Kuhlman Hall
with "Go X" or "Beat UC," or "UC
does something or other" painted on
them. It's the two, three, and six
o'clock pre-game parties. It's the
Kuhlmanites spelling out "Go
M uskies," letter by letter, on their
gym shorts; and then exposing their
encouragement at halftime. It could
only happen on the day of the XUUC confrontation.
Stories go on and on about the
events of the day, but sometimes the
stories about the night before are
almost as good. Last yeara band of_
Musketeer backers went on a special
Sl!icide mission to the UC campus on
XU-UC eve. The next morning the
Cincinnati students were greeted by
posters all over the dorms which
read either "Go X," or "Give Up·
UC:' Needless to say, the UC people

Tonight

has done a heck of a job in there this will be a tough game. Coach Tay
year considering he has a knee Baker is a very fine basketball coach,
problem, and has suffered two . and Xavier always plays well against
broken hands. Bob Miller, our 6-11 us. Xavier is a much improved team
center, presently has a deep thigh and I think it'll be a heck of a game."
bruise, and isn't playing that well, Catlett went on to say th.at the squad
because of his injury. Mike Jones, needs 20 wins to get a NCAA bid and
who was the best player in West that makes each game very imporVirginia last year, is playing in pain tant. ·
with a broken toe. So the only
Xavier's Stan McCoy enters the
·healthy one out there is Steve game under a doubtful status, as he
Collier, who's shown great is still nursing a bad heel. So it
leadership abilities for a freshman." stands for their forty-secondComparing this year's squad to meeting, as goes for their 13th
last year's, Catlett. said, "Last year triumph. The key for X could be the
everything revolved around Lloyd inside play of Jerry Foley and JO'!
Batts, but this year we have more Sunderman. Sunderman had 15
offensive balance at the other points and 10 rebounds in last
positions. But one of the big things weekend's losing effort against
has been our rebounding. You must Detroit when the Muskiesslipped to
rebound well and play good defense 10-12 on the season. After all they'll
in order to compete with the good_. be working on Bob Miller, who can
folks around the.country."
only go at half speed. Anything can
On the Xavier game, Catlett com- happen, though, (and usually does), Musketeer coach Tay Baker shares an anxious glance with team members
Tony Hubbard, Jim Rippe, and Gary Diedrick during last week's loss' to
mented, "When. it comes time Xavier so off to the Gardens we go.
\

weren't tickled to death over the sabtoge, and vowed to do something
along those lines to Xavierthis year.
· Another time, a few years back, a
pack of wild Muskies skipped their.
morning classes the day of the UC
game. With a beer in one hand, and a
bullhorn in the other, they set out to
haunt the Clifton Campus.· After
making their presence felt for some
time, by "blasting" out the side of the
car; it is rumored that some Bearcats
hopped in a car, and tried to play
"dodge-em:• with the Muskies. Now
that I think about it, that sort of
thing happens everyyeararound.this
time.
But no matter what the pre-game
or post game activities are like, one
. thing is a certainty: that the ballgame
itself will be a good, rugged battle.
Last year the M uskies lost to the
Bearcats 68-56, but it was still a very
physical game. The last X win was in
1970, when Muskie center Bob
Fullerton sank a pair of clutch free
throws with only a tick or two left on
the clock, to win it 66-65. And in
1962, when the Bearcats won the
NCAA crown for the second year in
a row over Ohio State, they had to
settle for a tough 61-58 victory over
the Muskies. That's not bad, when
you consider UC defeated Ohio St.
by eleven for the title that year.
This year the Bearcats have been
-~.
accused of a padded schedule, but
even so they managed to defeat Marquette at Marquette by ten points.
This, together with the fact that they
have won twelve in a row and stand
· · 18-5 coming in to tonight's game,
makes them seem quite awesome.
But then, they always have an 18-5 or
17-6 record by the time they get
around to playing Xavier.
· In an exclusive interview with the
News last week, Coach Gale Catlett
of UC praised his players on the
bench, [or their play of late, to make
up for the loss oft heir top scorer and
rebounder in6-9 freshman Pat Cummings. Running down the Bearcat
starters Catlett commented, "Mike
Franklin is 6-8 and anchors our attack at both forward and center.
Brian Williams, is a sophomore who

.ALL
MATH •nd SCIENCE
MAJORS
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Hat trick?

Bergman' to wrestle in NCAA nieet
By BOB HINKLEY

Some of the. lingo is
new, but then so is the
game-floor hockey
By TIM RANAGHAN
IM Corrwpondent

Intramural floor hockey, the
newest I.M. sport, started its season
Sunday, Feb. 23. Six teams will vie
for the coveted D'Artagnan Cup,
symbolic: of the league championship.
In last Sunday's first contest, Greg
Johnston scored the league's firstbut certainly not the·tast-hat trick
against the Muff Divers. Kevin
o··Hea added another goal in the
winning effort as the Milwaukee
Pucks beat the Muff Divers 4-0.
The second game was by far the
best performance of the afternoon.
In a tight defensive battle, the
Twinkies tied the Breathers 2-2.
With [lve seconds to go in the final
period, Greg Smith slid one by the
Breather goalie to knot the score and
send the game into overtime.
However, the two minute overtime
failed to produce a winner and the
game ended in a tie.
..
The final contest of the afternoon

Xavier Newe Staff Writer

The first step of a wrestler's dream
will come true for Xavier matman
Jim Bergman when he travels to
Penn State Saturday to compete in
the NCAA Regional meet.
If he comes away from the meet, in
his 167 pound class, he will come one
.step closer to the ultimate by
succeeding to the finals with the
hope of winning the National Championship. In order for Jim to reach
the Regionals, he compiled a 16-2 in-

was at least interesting. To put it
another way, it would have been a
banner day for Cincinnati hat
makers if this game would have been
played in the Gardens. Three
members of the Thunderchickens
scored hat tricks in a 13-4 route of With win over Lincoln
the Ms. Eree. The Ms. Eree, led by
captain Barbara Vereb, is the only
female team in the league. The compeition was just too tough this day as
News release
Tom Hinchy, Tom Tracy and Danny
(~lyin') R~an had t~ree-goalgames.
The womens' intercollegiate
. Jtm Donhn and Retd Rooney also
figured in the T'chicken scoring. u n- basketball team ran its record to 7- I
til the third period, it-looked as if the ~dF~Qeve~~w~a~-~w~
Thunderchickens · would post a over Lincoln Christian College of
· shutout; it was then, however, that Lincoln Illinois. Nancy Sohngen and
their defense broke down. Patty Katy Stratman led all scorers with 12
. Hogue scored the first goal and was points each and freshman Vicki
then followed quickly by Barb Vereb Hamm contributed II more. "We
·obviously have imporved greatly as a
and Katie Stratman.
team" stated Anne Ernst, senior co"We never played together captain. "It seems like a lot more
before," said M.s. Vereb. "That's than four years ago, that these same
probably why we were so disorganiz- teams were really doing us in ... the
ed." Ms. Vereb also said that as soon program has really caught on."
as they get the fundamentals down,
~Perhaps they have been asked to
their game will improve.
push themselves harder this season,"

dividual record, although the Xavier
team was less fortunate. The poor
team showing was largely due to the .
fact that most of its members had
never wrestled before, and were
grappling with more experienced
people.
On Saturday, Jim will not only
take a step toward a personal goal,
but when he steps on the mat, will
make Xavier history by becoming
the first Muskie to venture to the
Regionals. Although he feels he will
wrestle stronger people, Jim hopes

to psych himself into the winners circle. He can do this he feels, because
90% of wrestling is in the head, iO%
brute strength; he feels that he has a
good head on his shoulders and will
put it to good use.
·
Jim also feels that the team is in
the process of rebuilding; he hopes
that with the crop of recruited bluechip athletes, the team will improve
on their over-all record. He thinks
that after three years of competition,
the team will become recognized and
get some ink in the local papers.

Women improve basketball record to 7-1
said Coach Brueneman, ~·and they
have responded well. Our rebounding has improved greatly. Our
defense is allowing only 36 plus
points per game through 8 contests
while the offense is averaging over
50."
"We are not c~iming to have a
program on the level of Cincinnati or
Northern Ky. State. I think a lot of
people on campus just do not appreciate that ours is a small program,
and as such we schedule at our level.
We have won this year because we
have a good ball club. I personally
wouldn't want big funding if it meant
that we would have to schedule big
schools to bring in revenue. When
money becomes the measure of

Opportunities
With the Army ROTC Two~Year Program.
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

NO STRINGS ATrACHED*
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program can offer you a job now and. a full time job .af~r graduati~n.
We'll pay you almost $3,000 for going to two six week camps and takmg ROTC your JUnior and semor
years in college or in graduate school.
Army ROTC pays over $400 each for the Basic and Advanced Camps, plus $100 a month for up to 20
months during your last two years of college. If you are a junior or senior going on to graduate school,
you are also eligible.
Upon graduation you earn almost $10,000 as a second lieutenant and this does not include the many
benefits available.
There's a lost more to it than the obvious advantages of se~ng your country as an officer. More to it
even than the chance to go on and make the Army a valuable and rewarding career. ~ere's something
else. Something you've learned or acquired. Through classwork, at camp, from servmg as an Army
officer. It's the self-confidence, it's the ability to make decisions, it's the experience that comes from
· working with responsibility.
. It's leadership, pure and simple.· You can use it anywhere. In the Army, or in the bus~ness world. You
can use it anytime. ~rom the day you graduate until the day you retire. You can get 1t now. In Army
ROTC.
•No Strings Attached - That's right. There is no obligation when ~ou attend th~ B~sic Ca.mp this
summer. If you decide it is not for you, you are free to leave at any t1me. Your obhgat10n beg~ns your
junior year in ROTC.
·
·

For more information send in the attached coupon or call 745-3646.

success, then revenue becomes a factor, and the likelihood of over
matching yourself to satisfy the
coffers becomes very probable."
In commenting on the individual
players Bruen~man said, "We sure
hate to lose Anne Ernst and Joyce
Young. They have been with us since
the beginning. We will surely miss
them."

Rolandelli
from page 1
flags and introduced players; and
new or redone scoreboards, informing fans "that this is the 'home' of
Xavier University basketball rather
than the 'hom' of 'home.'" Little or
no Senate money would be spent; the
Athletic Dept. would pay the bill.
However, student support for the
ideas is necessary for implementation. Charlotte Strayhorne
characterized the Fieldhouse as "a'
place you wouldn't your family to
watch a game in," and most senators
were generally enthusiastic. Marty
Dybicz brought in ideology. He
equated the Madigan ideas with
"fraternities" and "rah-rah stuff,"
and said "there are more important
things to do." Madigan replied that
he should type up his ideas and get to
work, rather than chop down other
proposals.
Rod Shearer presented a wellorganized, charted presentation of
the University administrative structure, which is unknown to most
students. (Space limitations prevent
a detailed description here, but
hopefully a future issue of the News
will go into detail.) President McCaffrey . asked for replies on two
motions before the next University
Senate meeting-a proposal for student representation on the Budget
Board, and the survey on campus
life.
·

Everybody's
from page 1
Archdiocese, the union is .nondenominational and open to all.
Free financial counseling is provided
by Mr. Frank Allison, TreasurerManager and Everybody's sole fulltime employee. While by no means a
get-rich-quick scheme, an investment in Everybody's enjoys the unique dual benefits of an interest income while aiding the needy. Interested parties may contact Fr.
U rmston or see the teller located outside of Bellarmine Chapel following
the eleven o'clock mass on Sunday.

-------------------------------------~----~----------~------·.
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY ROTC INSTR GP
XAVIER UNIVERSITY ·
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45207

tell me more about Army ROTC.

OFFICIAL BUSINESS
PENALTY FOR PRIVATE USE. $300

POSTAGE AND FEES PAID
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
DOD-314

ARMY ROTC
'XAVIER UNIVERSITY
; CINCINNATI, OHIO 45207
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Spring seJ!linarprograms are planned
By SAM MARSHAU

you can use quickly and profitably.

X81er N•a a..n Writer

The one, two, or three-day programs
assume nothing from the student,
covering all topics thoroughly from
scratch.

Two scholarships per program for
undergraduates are now being
offered by the Institute of Business
and Community Services (IBCS).
The Institute, located in Walker
Hall, is here to help you. During this
Spring semester, a variety of
seminars are being offered that concentrate in practical Business. N ursing, and community skills.
The sem-inars, already underway,
are open to any undergraduates
wanting to investigate business and
vocational skills - whether they are
Business majors or not! Each
seminar provides access to skills that

The average group size for these
programs is 25 to 30 people. The format is based on lecture and discussion and experiential instruction:
Fees for the seminars range $50 to
$200 each. and scholarships are being offered to two students per
program just for the asking.
Dr. Daniel Geedirig, the Director
of the Institute, is also an Associate
Professor of Management at Xavier
and a Certified Public Accountant.
The Institute of Business and Com-

munity Services has been operating
as a department of the College of
Business for ten years. Dr. Geeding
has worked for the Institute in an instructors'capacity prior to becoming
Director last November.
Response being favorable, Dr.
Geeding has expanded a number of
programs, hoping to attract more
curious students. For example, a·
whole series of Nursing Management Seminars are being offered as
well as the full schedule of Business
Seminars. ·
For further information and
registration, dial the Institute of
Bu.~incss and Community Servic.es at
745-3394 or see them in person at
1500 Dana Avenue.

Operation Fulltime: who stands to benefit?
(Continued from page I)
community college. "We are just
substituting for a two-year school
that the student might go to anyway
before transferring into Xavier as a
junior." He noted that transfer
enrollment of this sort was quite high
at the beginning of the present
semester.
On another plane, does the commingling of Operation Fulltime
students with Dav Division students
in daytime class~s effective(v lower
the a£·ademic quality ofthe:.·e classes?
To this, Helmes answered ·an
emphatic "No." "In any prediction
of a student's ·success," he stated,
"there is a margin of error. It could
well be that many Operation
Fulltime students are better
qualified to be in a particular class
than some of the Day students present. At any rate, a student's
previous scores don't pretend to
qteasure a student's desire to learn."
Helmes f~It that the argument of
lowering academic quality could just
as easily be turned on the Day undergraduate students who attend
one or more evening classes (which
are technically under C.C.E.
jurisdiction).
It would be highly undesirable, ac·cording to Helmes, to plan special
classes for Operation Fulltime
students. In the first place, it would
.serve to label them as inferior to their
peers. Secondly, such classes would
be economically unfeasible.
At any rate, it remains a fact that
C.C.E. students-whether or not
they are involved with Operation
Fulltime-do attend day classes in
significant number. A look at pre-

Committee
from page 1
professor, its strengths and
weaknesses, and the student's overall view of the course.
The first meeting for interested
students was held Wednesday,
February 19. Lynch was disappointed at the lack.ofresponse. "The
meeting was pretty well advertised."
he commented, "So now we're asking :hat anyone interested contact
· u.;." q,. :dso agreed that the lack of
rc'i'<\!1:.,· mav have a result of misw;o.l•: I '>I:; 11tling of the program's purp<•~;c.

Tho: program is designed for the
student,, by the students and offers
great :• ;d to those· registering at
Xa,:, ;· :or the first time. The initial
go:1 i It>;· publication was spring of
this yl":ll· but it is hoped that the
eva In.lt: un will ~ published in time
ftw rrc -~gistration for next spring.
Ly .. ' tdds that there is a great deal
ot" ·.·. ,_,.' to be done and solicits the
hetp .. , :: ny concerned student. There
ar,· .,,,.,_~areas in whichtoworkand
tl1<.' "':11 ·ntsmaycontributeasmuch
tir•:·: :1.' they desire.
·\ .;·, .;;,;interested is as.ked to contact i 1 Lynch or Jim Tallmadge14S-:~:

7':1.

--------------Al.iVE? -We offer a one-year opportunity to come Alive. Live and work
among the sick and poor people In
America. Share education and talents.
Learn· from community and cultural
experiences. Develop philosophy of
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged?
Write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview
. Avenue, Cincinnat_l, Ohio 45219.

P•ee•_

sent enrollments from a crosssection of more than 30 day classes
revealed that the large majority of
them have from 2-5 C.C.E. students
enrolled. Based on an average class
size of 20-which is, if anything,
high-this amounts to roughly 1025% C.C.E. enrollment in day
classes.
Whether Operation Full time does
in fact undermine Xavier academic
standards is open to question. For
this observer, at least, it would seem
to represent a means of bolstering a
sagging enrollment without

technically lowering Undergraduate
Day ·Division admission standards.
Furthermore, it seems almost to undercut those who qualified for
college admission, · only to find
themselves undistinguishable from
others who failed to meet the same
criteria.
For those enrolled in the program,
however, Operation Fulltime has
meant a· second chance. It has certainly given them an opportunity for
an education that would have been
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain
elsewhere-but at what cost?

ForTHURSDA~FEB.21

Auto Mechanits Course. Breen
Lodge at 2:30
tareer Night DiscU!Jsion. In the
Hearth -Ohio Rms. from 3:30-4:30.
Fr. O'Brien Lecture Series. 7:00 in
the Kelly Auditorium, Alter Hall,
Prof. Walter Heller.
Lenten Series. "The Virgin Birth and
The Childhood of Jesus," Reinhard
Neudecker, S.J., BellarmineChapel.
Marketing Club Meeting. 8-11 in the
OKIRm.
(
Sky Diving Club Meeting. 6-7:30 in
the Hearth Rm.
Women's Basketball. XU vs.
Wilmington, 7:30.

For SUNDAY, MARCH 2
XU Players. Wfhe Importance of Being Earnest." 8 P.M. in the Theater.
Flying Club. 7 -I 0 in the Hearth Rm.

For MONDAY, MARCH 3 ·
Basketball. St. Joseph (lnd)at XU, 8
P.M. in the Fieldhouse.
For TUESDAY, MARCH 4

Women's Basketball. XU vs.
Wilmington, 8 P.M. in the
Fieldhouse.
Women's Self Defense Class.·7 P.M.
at Breen Lodge (tent).
Placement Office. "Job Search
Techniques," 3 P.M. in the Terrace
Rm.
Debate Club Meeting. 7-9 P.M. in
For FRIDAY, FEB. 28
the Regis Rm.
Xll Players. "Importance of Being . Sailing Club Meeting. 7-9 P.M. in
the Fordham Rm.
Earnest." 8 P.M. in the Theater.
Mardi Gras Dance. At Music Hall,
9-1 a.m.
For WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5

For SA.TURDA Y, MARCH 1
X ll Players. "The Importance of Being Earnest." Las Vegas Casino
Night Dance. 10 - 2 a.m. in the
Cafeteria.
Basketha,ll. XU at Miami of Ohio.

Basketball. Cleveland State at XU
in the Fieldhouse at 8 P.M.
Noon Movies. Cartoons in the University Center II :30 - I :30.
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch. I :30 in
Breen Lodge.
Sr. Clas.'i Aftergame Party. 10 - I
a.m. in the Armory.

How I unfooled myself
· about beer.
(A True Story by Jim Scott)·

Scott: "The B.urger people were talking to me about doing a commercial
about Burger." (Burger? I'd tried
it several years ago - a good local
brew, but nothing to get excited
.about.)
Burger: "How about doing one where
you compare Burger and Coors ... ?"
Scott: (Silently -"They've got to be
kidding.")
Burger: " ... You'd just shut your
eyes and tell. us which beer tasted
zingier ... "
Scott: "You've really got a good
beer, but couldn't we compare it·with
Bud or Strohs?"
Burger: "Your favorite beer is Coors,
right?"
Scott: "Well, Coors is Coors, man."
Burger: "So we want you to compare
Burger with your favorite beer."
Scott: "OK- but I think you're
kidding yourself."
Burger: "Look, Scott, just go home
and try your own blindfold test and
tell us what you think."
Scott: (Fool) "It's a deali"
(End of meeting)

Scott: "You're not going to believe
the results of my test unless you try
it yourself. Shut.your eyes and
compare Burger with your favorite
beer. Maybe you've been fooling
yourself, too."

Burger
Beer

Miter tha• ever.
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1975

.NOW 61/2. TIMES MORE POWER·FUL

ECONOMY SUMMER ABROAD

WVXU-FM 91.7

All Modern Language Levels, Civilization, History,.
Literature, etc.

SPANISH
GERMAN

In
in

WITH

BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
STROBL, AUSTRIA

GREATER CINCINNATI'S LARGEST
FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

·- * * * *

-

120College and Graduate School Credits

* * * * •
Financial Aid Available

.

8:00 to 11:00 PM

Summer Sessions Office
Xavier University
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

Mon.

Tues.

Wed•.

Thur.

Fri.

Call: (513)
745-3601
745-3355
745-3628

Gregory J.

Dan Ciccuio

JainlhB
third biggast
lamily in lhB
world.
Lou Vockell
Imagine an order of
22,000 priests and brothers In
73 countries around the world;
(That's a pretty big family.)
But that's what the
Saleslans of St. John Bosco
are all about - a large family
of community-minded men
dedicated to the service of •
youth. (And no one gets lost.)
In Italy in the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor.
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brou,ght youth back from the streets - and
back to God.
He reasoned that a program of play, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family.
The Ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident In the family spirit of the
Salesians. This Is the way he wanted it. This is.the way it is.
The Salesian' experience isn't learned - it's lived.

...
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Box 639, New Rocheils, N.Y. 10802
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1 am Interested In the Priesthood

Street A d d r e a - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Scott Hurst

RESEARCH

John Phillips

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT
TO DO,
WHEN YOU
HAVE NOTHING
TO DO

Thousands of Topics
·. $2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage !delivery lime is
1 to 2 days).

'RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
12131 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material Is sold for
research iulstance only.
SAM'S PRO BIKE SHOP

941-0520

I
~~

0 . Brotherh:: 0

Russ Read

FM 91.7 HAS. YOUR KIND OF MUSIC

I
I -----~----..,
13
For more Information about Saleilan Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:
~

Don Miller

I•

'-----------'

Suglno competition alloy crank set $43
Hutcheson sprint butyl sewup tires $9
MICM Cuatom built bike frame $195
.
CAMPAGNOLO parta-stockad·world'a finest '
HRS. Mon-Frl 4 to 9 .P.M. Sat. 9am-6pm.
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~t TF's GRADS PROF'sEARN ~[~

~· $2000 or more a FREE 5·8 l:=:l1
. WEEKS IN EUROPE, ID
AFRICA, ASIA. Nationwide ~~
educational organization jj
· · needs qualified leaders for tl
,~ H.S. end College groups••~~
. Send name, address, phone, ml
@school, resume, leadership M
~ experience to: Center for M
~ Foreign Study, P.0. Box 606, ~~i
:W Ann Arb~r, MI. 48107.
!t1

THURSDAY
FREE ADMISSION
FOR ALL GUYS
SUNDAY
FREE ADMISSION
FOR ALL GALS
JUST 10 MINUTES FROM THE XAVIER CAMPUS
3225 .Madison Road
East of Oakley Square

2 LD.'s Required

i.fu::-::::::m:::::u.:::::m:~~==~~~~~rt~~J:w.=*~.?ll~~~~~mf:i~~:.:::~;~:l

ARMY ROTC SETS RECORDS FOR PRODUCING LEADERS. OVER 6&~o OF
OFFICERS IN TODAY'S ARMY
WERE COMMISSIONED
THROUGH ROTC.

Editors

MARY C. HEN~EL
ANITA BUCK
PAUL RANIERI
. RICHARD LAGINESS

JOHN LECHLEITER

XAVIER UNIVERSITY, CINCINN~TI, OHIO
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1975

Kee.ping priorities a.float

qDinion

The generous donation of $750,000 from the Corbett Foundation
for the construction of Phase I of the planned O'Connor Sports
Center is an impressive and promising gift.
It is fitting that the ~orbetts, associated as they are with philantropies directed toward development of the ~hole persori- cult~rid,
educational and physical- should assure the construction of this
facility. Hopefully, the new sports complex will serve especially to
widen opportunities for healthy recreational activities for a grea~
many ~avierites.
.
We trust that the Corbett. Pool, which "will meet all NCAA
regulations for competitive swimming" according to the· official news
release, will be open for the use of most of the students at convenient
hoi.Jrs: Intramural teams, which are enjoying such popularity now,
and which optimally provide low-budget, low competitive level,
wide-participation sports programs, may be formed by students. Or,
· as was the case three years ago, students may take initiative to form
an intercollegiate swimming team.
In any event, student initiative and wide participation are key
points on which the best use of the Corbetts' three-quarter million
beneficence rests. The new sports facility will best fulfill its promise if
its use at Xavier is directed toward that greater "humanism" in sports ·
so often spoken about by that emergent philosopher of athletics,
Tony Brueneman.
.
·
.
The News thanks the Corbetts and offers just a gentle hint to the
AtJtletic Department. The student interest, not reaching NCAA level,
comes first in sports priorities.
·

American :Peace__ Corps, '75 ·model

.

..

Alpha Sigma N u: where, honor comes ·with a price tag
Xavier's chapter of Alpha Sigma
Nu, the Honor Society of Jesuit
Colleges and Universities, is now
seeking new members.
·
The Society honors students of at
least junior. standing who have shined in scholarhsip, loyalty and service. But aU that glitters is not honor:
the $30 induction fee is substantial
enough to give many. students second thoughts about applying for
- · membership.
Although the Society informs the
News· that special financial
arrangements can be worked out for
qualified but impoverished
applicants, still a short-changed student refusing to pay the $30 fee cannot be a membe.r.
A student who was inducted into
the Society two years ago did not pay
his $30 fee, ($30 is twice the Xavier
University application fee) objecting
to· the high price. His name has been
excluded from the National
Membership list.
Several students this year have
stated on their Alpha Sigma Nu

~tterS
Year book deadline approaches
A number of people have inquired
about purchasing a yearbook. The
Musketeer's ·order for books must be
based upon. the exact number of
books that are ordered. The
M uske.teer does have an absolute
deadline for ordering books from the
publisher. Even though the last day
to order a yearbook was February
7th, I do not want people to miss the
opportunity to order one just
because they missed our deadline.
But in order for the staff to meet the
publisher's deadline, all orders must
be in no later than March 7, 1975.
These orders must be made through
on-campus mail.
. Due to the fact that the yearbook
staff is involved with yearbook activities other than sales at this time,
we.do not have the manpower to set
up a booth for sales. This is the
reason why anyone who wishes to
purchase a yearbook must do so
through the on-campus mial. Five
dollars, $5.50 if the book must be
mailed books will come out next
Fall), should be s~nt to the Yearbook
Pege10

Office, 101 Kuhlman Hall, along
with the person's name and address.
(Checks may be made payable .to
XAVIER MUSKETEER.) Receipts
will then be sent. Let me repeat, all
orders must be in by March 7. 1975.
I would also like to express my
personal appreciation to all those
who have supported the yearbook.
Don Schumacher
1975 Musketeer
Business Manager

Of university
censorship.
·and Zoo U ....
You are to be commended for the
excellent editorial which you ran in
the February 20th issue of the Xavier
News entitled "Whose views the
News'!". The last papagraph was particularly well written: "The (Xavier)
News and its Zoo U. counterpart
have no reason to be competitors:
each serves its own purpose and is
capable of doing certain things
which the other cannot do.
Somewhere in between, perhaps, lies
what Arlo Guthrie would call 'the
truth of the matter.'"
This is pretty widely known, but
very seldom is this truth put into
words. The Xavier University
Catalogue says, "'Xavier University
is the publisher of The Xavier University News. As publisher the university operates through a faculty
advisor who is ultimately responsi-

application Corms .that the policy of
the $30 payment does not seem fitting for ari Honor society.
Yet· it is not so astounding to expect a member of a society to pay the
dues. This all the more true, when
the organization has a worthwhile
cause as does Alpha Sigma Nu,
which binds together and encourages its members and alumni to
understand, appreciate and promote
the ideals of a Jesuit education. The
constitution of Aiplia Sigma Nu
states that it is not-for-profit. But
where' does the $30 go?
$10 of the fee goes to the Xavier
chapter, $20 to the N~tional.
The $10 fee covers costs of mailing
and processing application forms290 applictions were sent out this
year. Each new memberalongwitha
guest is offered a meal after the induction ceremony. The local chapter
also supplies its members with
maroon and gold graduatio{lgowns.
The local Alpha S.gma Nu sponble to the President (of the University) and who seeks to achie.ve the
pruposes oft he publication through
a . program of pre-publication
leadership and guidance as well as.
post-publication review and critique. The judgement of the advisor
on the acceptability of material for
publication is final."
By its very nature, then, the Xavier
News is a student newspaper only insofar as students may write in it only
what the University's advisor deems
"acceptable."
·
The student editor of the Xavier
News is, of course, subject to the approval of the Xavier University
·Publications Committee .. When he
applies for the pesition, he must submit a statement of his editorial policy
and his views concerning "libel,. indecency·. undocumented allegations,
attacks on personal integrity. techniques of harassment and innuendo,
arid disrespect for the deity." He is a·
student editor only if he meets with
the approval of. the Xavier Universi~
ty Publications Committee. See, no
censorship of students writing in The
Xavier News is necessary if the stu-·
dent editor himself censors them.
The Publications Committee has the
power to remove the student editor
from his position as well as to approve him for that position.
The Zoo U. , News, the underground student newspaper, is
written, published, and distributed
anonymously so that it is virtually
impossible for the university to control or censor it. Thus, it has the
potential to be a truly student

s·ors worth-while activities -and
speakers on Value of Educationrelated topics. Last year three talks
· were sponsored; this year the society.
has thus far not held an activity for
the
general
university
audience. Monies for these
talkscome.out of the SIOfee (as well ·
as from grants from the university
budget.)

membership certificate with case as
well as a 14 K. gold pin with the
Alpha Sigma Nu insignia. The pin
weighes 3 penny weight and the gold
alone is currently valued at about
$7.50. A comparable fraternal order
pin retails for $14-17.
·The medal· doesn't make the
soldier. Students do neet need an expensive gold pin and certificate to
The national organization. brand their scholastic and service
receives $20. Payment to the achievements.
Perhaps a special university ennational Alpha Sigma Nu cannot be
deferred, although the local dowment with tighter membership
chapter's $10 dues are waived in requirements is . the answerperhaps seeking out sponsors or
hardship cases.
even lobbying with the National
Twenty dollars is a hefty sum for a Society to change induction fees.
national fraternill organization
Alpha Sugma Nu can be a very
. whose costs include administrative
positive influence on. Xavier's camexpenses, periodical publication of a
pus and everything possible should'
newsletter, and the expenses of a bi-.
be done to have qualified students
annual national convention to which
apply and participate; but applying
each chapter sends a representative
. for '~honor;; is hard to do for many
and advisor expenses paid.
students, especially when pecuniary
Each member . additionally requirements give honor a funny
·
receives a printed personal taste.

newspaper, a newspaper which happen 'often: ROd Shearer's refusal
could tell the truth uncensored by to permit a grant of $200 by the stuthe university administration. dent senate to the Zoo U. News is but
·However, judging from the quality another instance. That grant was apof the first two editions, it has failed proved by betterthan 2/3 oft he stuto fulfill its potential. The printing dent senate and Rod Shearer
jpb is sloppy and some of the writing prohibited. it. See, the student
doesn't even deserve to_ .be printed.
government at Xavier University can
If there is to be .a free student do whatever it chooses with its
newspaper at Xavier University, it money but spend. it as it chooses.
must be anonymous to remain un- Student government may do
controlled by , the university ad- whatever Rod Shearer decides is
ministration. The Xavier Student acceptable. Perhaps "student
Handbook reads, "The university government" is too generous a term.
reserves the right to prohibit "Rod Shearer's student governpublications and handouts which ment" is more accurate.
You know, it really scares me· .
violate Christian norms which
reflecr the commitment of Xavier when I read things like Don Flynn's
University." Students may distribute letter to the editor. in that same issue
and print only those ,publications of the Xavier News. If Mr, Flynn, a
which the university· chooses to senior, has spent four years at Xavier
prohibit. Again, if the university can University and has yet learned splittell a student what he can not write, it tle about the way things really are, it
tells him what l)e may write; If a stu- . is frightening to imagine the benign
dent publication does not meet un- ignorance in which so many university approval, it is prohibited. derclassmen who have not had the
Can publications thus controlled be experience·· Mr. Flynn should have
called truly student publications'!
had must walk around. I refuse to
If a st'-'dent wishes to print· and
believe that Mr. Flynn's isolation in
distribute a publication of which the the close circle of friends whom he
university diapproves, he must do so .. mentioned in his letter could so blind
·anonymously to avoid harassment him to the realities of censorship and
by the university. It is hard not to control. · Surely a history major
empathize with the anonymous · would· have more respect for his
. writers and printers and distributors department. Hopefully, a copy of
of The Zoo U. News who might Mr. Flynn's letter will be entered in·
honestly believe in what they are Bruce Foley's acade~ic record, for it
. publishing and who feel they must will most certainly be seen as an asset
remain un~named to remain un- to him. A man's greatness is often in-'
harassed.
dicated by the quality and type of atCensorship and control at Xavier tacks made upon him.
· aren't simply possibilities, they
Miark Fette
X8VIerN. .e

the economy .
Diagnosis
must precede cures
.
.

barometers of how well we are
achieving our public
economic goals.
But, we citizens can rightfully and intelligently ·ask:

that we must look beyond that rates. I personally think we are
aggregate rate to find out how wise not to force the laid-off
serious the problem is.
worker to take the first job
This evening's address on
As a first step, we should which comes along, without
''The State of the Economy"
realize that only a little more regard to income or reby renowed economist Walter
W. Heller brings to the
than half the unemployment quirements.
forefront of attention within
has arisen though the process
Even if we take only our laythe Xavier communi£y the
of involuntary lay-off. Most off rate (55% of the unheated public discussion
of the remainder consists of employed,) lthink this is more
about our economy.
people who are seeking tore-. than we should accept.
Not even the most daring
enter the labor market (usual- Therefore, I can support some
optimist questions that the
ly to provide a second in- form offiscalstimulus, such as
state ofthe economy needs imcome.) At present, new en- a tax-cut. But, we must exprovement; ·at the other extrants like high school or amine particulars of the laytreme, doomsday proponents
college graduates comprise a off situation in assessing how
are chiselling the headstone
small component of the total much of a stimulus is ·needed.
for the almost decadent
rate; It goes without. saying For, if the unemployment falls
economy. Whatever one's
that, unless economic produc- unevenly across industries
current assessment, the untion and employment pick up and/or groups of people, a
employment rate certainly fits
noticeably in the next three sizeable fiscal stimulus could ·
in as an integral piece in the
months,· an appreciable be precisely the wrong
Dr. Larry Donnelly is a Professor of Economics at
, assessment. So it seems proper "Come In! It's high time I
number of these young people medicine and could rekindle
Xavier.
to examini more closely what gave you~ good ol' shot in . willenterthelabormarketun- pressure for even .IJigher
this rate means and what the arm!"'
employed.
double-digit inflation.
quently low. Simply cutting our public treatment of oil and
significance it bears to public
Most of -the people on layIn no way are lay-offs even- taxes won't put blacks, automobile industries; and
policy.
off, it should be remembered, ly balanced by industires. In Spanish-Americans, or other finally, releasing impounded
The unemployment rate is what does it measure? Literal- are eligible for and have a legal construction, a rate near 17%- unskilled people to work. .construction funds. Finally, I
ly, it estimates what percenpublished monthly by the U.S.
agree 100% with President
tage of our population, 16 insurance. claim for un- seemspresent;inautomobiles, · Their need is for manpower
Ford that we must give the
Department of Labor. It is an
development;
employment
compen~ation. the rate is higher; lay-off rates
and,
now
is
no
years of age or older, would
private sector-including
estimate of unemployment
like to have jobs but does not These benefits vary from state in textiles and appliances are time to cut offfunds for this or
which is derived from inten- currently have jobs. It thus in- to state; they do not match double-digit; but in numerous for trade education in high business, big and little-a
sive interviewing of some 35,- cludes bread-winners (male or previous earnings levels;.. in ·other industries, lay-offs don't schools and to rely on a big chance; the Federal
000 households throughout female) and people seeking combination with food-stamp ·exceed by much what would tax-ctit push. In other words, I government's role must be
the U.S. Because this rate is an
purchases, they can at least .occur in prosperous times. In find myself in disagreement present, but it is limited.
part-time or full-time w9rk to ·
In this complex but obkeep most family units other words, a fiscal stimulus with those who contend we
extension to the total U.S.
provide a second or third ingoing-something which was is needed to spur spending; need a $50 billion tax cut viously imperfect society we ·
population from a ·sample,
come within a family;: as well
not true during the 1930's. We but, we're in realtrouble if we because our unemployment call our economy, we are
reasonable cate and prudence
as full-time students who wish
should also remember that determine the size with a view . rate is approaching 7.5%. In simultaneously striving for
should be exercised in discusspart-time employment of
·with our respect for freedom to the unempl~yment rate in debating terms, I believe they higher standards of living, ·
ing it; under no circumstances
more than 20 hours a week.
have fallen into a kind of error better distribution of our anof choice, an unemployed autos or construction.
does it merit the same respect
Consequently our concern for
worker on unemployment
The recent public outcry for of composition.
nual produc~on, stabilized
as a scientific fact.
full-employment and our dis- benefits may properly turn a very sizeable fiscal stimulus
Although this tool (the unInstead, I would advocate a prices, freedom of choice, and
dain for unemployment in- down currently available also glosses over another real
employment rate) is not
much more modest fiscal high employment. As a citizen
volve policy concer.ns which
perfect, it must still be used as
alternative employment sore-spot in unemployment. stimulus ·(finding President and as· an economist, I am
a variable in public discussion . are different from those dur- without jeopardy to these Pretty generally, the un- Ford's amount to be quite concerned that an undue and
ing. the 1930's. For, back then,
and as a measure for public
benefits if the alternative re- employment rate among suitable) plus greater unreal assessment of
a
7% unemployment rate quires significantly lower whites tends to be about SO%
policy in this imperfect world.
emphasis on maintaining in- aggregates, like the unemployEconomists and policy- meant that about 7% of U.S. skills and/ or significantly (one-halO the rate among come flows to those on lay-off; ment rate, can lead us to
households had no income.
lower incomes· than on the other indentifiable racial . plus greater emphasis on man- public steps which not only
makers do use it but they
This is not to say that our previous jobs. In other words, groups. We know full weD that power development; plus re- fail to cure unemployment,
realize (or at least they should)
that it can only serve as one of current ·rate over 7% is not a our publi~ policy ruis ~~ up- the skill levels .among un- . introduction of common sense but deteriorate our level of atseveral measures or problem. Rather, it is to say ward bias on unemployment employed non-whites are fre- and market economics into tainment of other goals.
By LAWRENCE DONNELLY

The time has come for wage and price controls
workers, domestics,. farm curred in the past IS months,
workers, ·and Civil Service unless Congress acts to extend
Employees at present 2.6 benefits, the coming weeks
We are in a mess. The un~ million of the 7.5 million un- will see increasing numbers of
employment rate, which stood employed are not eligible for unemployed workers cut off
at 4.6 per cent only fifteen unemployment insurance from their benefits.
months ago, increased by a
'full percentage point in
January and now stands at an
alarmingly high 8.2 percent of.
the labor force. At present,?,529,000 Americans who want
jobs are unable to find
employment. As has
traditionally been the case in
the United States, the recent
increases in unemployment
have hit different segments of
the labor force dispropor:tionately hard. While the unemployment rate for white
collar workers is 4.6 per cent,
II per cent oftheir blue collar
counterparts are without jobs.
Worst hit, however, are
teenagers with a current rate
of 20.8 per cent and · nonwhites with a jobless figure of
13.4 per cent.
Solutions to the problem of
unemployment can take either
of two thrusts, providing
benefits for unemployed
Dr. Michael Marmo is an Assistant Professor of
workers, or trying to create
Management and Industrial Relations.
jobs to reduce unemployment.
The first "solution" is that
government must broajien the benefits. The. average benefit
Although these changes in
eligibility requirements, in.. of $65 a week also is inade- the unemployment insurance
crease the benefits, and in- quate since it represents slight- program are iQtportant, the
crease the length of time those ly more than one-third of the primary thing .that unbenefits are paid under the ex- s 175 weekly wage the average employed workers need are
isting unemployment in- worker earned when jobs. The economy has always
sura nee system. Some changes employed. Most distressing, behaved in a cyclical fashion;
in these areas have been inade however, is that including re- alternating between periods of
in the last few months but they cent Congressional exten- recess ion an·d. prosperity.
are far from adequate.· sions, no benefits today ex- Traditionally, recessions have
Although the system was ex- ceed twelve months duration. been characterized by high
panded on an emergency basis
late in 1974 to include three Since most of the increases in rates of unemployment and
. new categories or unemployed umemployment have oc- stable prices, and periods of
.By MICHAEL MARMO ·

prosperity by a low rate ofun- tion. Thus, if the government
employment and'a moderately. tries to stimulate the economy
high rate of price increase . to reduce inflation, we need to
( inflation). Government ac- cool down the economy which
tion in these situations is clear. would increase the already unIn periods of recession the acceptably high rate of uneconomy needs to be employment. This is . the
stimulated. In periods ·of source of the dilemma we are
prosperity and too-high levels presently facing and the
of price increases, it needs to reason for the vacillating
be cooled down.
thrust of President Ford's
Implicit in these techniques economic program of the last
is the fact that since stable year.
prices and low rates of unIt is my belie.f that the
employment can not be federal government's use of
achieved simultaneously, you the "traditional" fiscal and
try to strike a balance between monetary techniques are comthe two. If the unemployment pletely unacceptable. at this
rate is too high the economy time. Any policy of
should be stimulated, but the stimulating the economy that
stimulation should slow down is effective in cutting unonce it leads to unacceptably employment rapidly will lead
high rate of unemployment. to high rates of inflation. Any
In both cases, we are try- policy that is cautious enough
ing to steer the economy. notto be inflationary, wiD pertoward some middle ground mit ·unemployment to linger
having an acceptable level of on for too long a period of
both unemployment and price time.
·
It seems that if we can not
increases.
Today, since we are in a win the game playing by the
recession, "traditional" "traditional" rules, perhaps
economic wisdom holds that we ought to change the rules:
we need to stimulate the Thetimehascometoestablish
economy by either fiscal or comprehensive, mandatory,
monetary policy. Fiscal and firmly enforced governpolicies, tken by the President ment controls on all price and
and Congress would involve wage increases. Then the
actions such as cutting taxes · economy could be stimulated
and raising the level of govern- yet price increases would be
ment spending; and monetary monitored by the federal
policy involving action by the gover~ment to prevent exFeferal Reserve System would cessive inflationary pressures.
include increasing the supply
Will organized labor and
of money or lowering the in- big business accept such
terest rate.
stringent controls? Faced with
The only . problem, massive unemployment and
however, is that these are not with wage increases for those
"traditional" times. Today, we still employed that were unhave both high unemploy- able to keep pace with inflament and high rates of infla- tion in 1974, American labor

leaders would probably
welcome controls as long as
prices were as stringently con. trolled as wages. Price controis are, of course, not auraetive to big business but they

"Now, if I pull on this .
end, it hurts and if I
push ... how'd you get
into that durn thing,
anyway?"
probably would be acceptable ·
if they were presented as a
quid pro quo for fJScal and
monetary policies to stimulate
the economy. Companies that
are currently facing the brunt
of the recession would undoubtedly accept controls if it
would improve business. Obviously those companies
currently making wind-fall
profits, such as many oil companics, would oppose such
controls, but who cares? Thus,
big business, organized labor,
and the American public will,
and should, accept controls;
not because this is an attractive solution to our current
economic woes, but because at
this point it is the.only viable
solution.

Ant•Chcr week hu:4J'!Ull~tedund the repression continues.
Where: i.'i uur $200'! t•cnple~ free· Senate. SOI60.
Mar~: There are none so blind as they who refuse to
"'.:c.,\ rrison withnutluck!t. bars. twards or cen!lllf!'i i:-.
M11161.

d<h"iun indeod. I>I'F.

r,, Wht...:\er's in char~enfCincy: Enough rain already!
<ihc us !'umcthing (unythin'g) differcnl. please. I'm
tlrn\\ ning. Ray. R01b2.

B Iac k
f rom page 1
The BIICII Pege is a free classified section
available to students, faculty, and stall of Xavier
University. Ads should not exceed twenty words
and must be subm Rted In writing at the Un iversl·
ly Center Information Des~ c/o The BIICII P11ga
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resub·
milled.
llo:onne: Congrads on your sailing club award. good
shut. Love aod btsfwishts for smooth sailing. Sugar.
llOJSS.
E.,tra Straws: Call Darline. 3278. 00156.
Gone: We like your cricket• bur they're loose on the
third floor. GOJS7.
Y<>u might for@l't but your Yearbook rememht".
YOJSK.
Muncy: Doesyourorganizationwanuosponsoranac·
ti\'ity
thissemester but doesn't have then<cessarycash.
Write or call Don Flynn, Chairman Student Activities

feeling that Xavier is
problem,
•
"geared toward imparting
knowledge" but is operating as an
"ivory tower or isolated institution."
She· senses that· the residents of the
surrounding area view the university
as ':iust that place there" and not a
viable, integral unit of the community. Breaking throughthisisolatedattitude is a major priority among
Xavier's Black faculty, who are concerned with educating students to
address themselves to real needs of
the society in which they live.
Each Black teacher commented
that the response ofstudents toward
changes in this direction "Yas
overwhelmingly good and one of the
most
rewardingXaspects
•
·
Dof their
B ex-
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explained the reaction he gets from
students in his Principles of Education course. "The receptiveness of
students has been really good. There
are always some who get disturbed
when confronted by the plight of
mankind. But it is important that
they see that as teachers they become
agents of c'hange themselves._
Therefore, I try to sensitize them to
the out-of-school community."
Rev. Calvin Harper, President of
Temple Bible College and lecturer in
the Theology Department, also affirmed this reaction 8aying "By far
· aspect ofX avter
·
the most rewardmg
has .been the reaction of black and
white students to the courses. 1 find
students hungry to get involved in
Black cultural courses." Marilyn
Smith characterized the Xavier student as "earnest but naive".
The apathetic nature oft he Xavier
student is the subject of concern
among many of the' teachers. This is
often excused as a reaction following
the turbulent late 60's and early 70's.
This general demise of personal involvement is regretted by several interviewed professors. Marva Moore
t's very concerned with the lack of

"lack of orientation towards rights.
Students and faculty have rights that
they should know about, but they're
not informed." Marva is concerned
about the consequences this indifferent attitude may have "If peopie do not know their rights in
college, then how will they pursue
their rights and privileges when they
leave the university and the
problems are ·so much more
massive?" Marva is currently pre par··
ing a program for Xavier television
·
on the topic of student rtghts.
Another aspcict of teaching at
xavier consistently raised in interviews was the sparse·nes~ of Black
faculty A point mentioned in
dubious praise is that Xavier Univer·sity increased its fulltime blackfacul~
ty in May of 1974 100 percent from
one to two. Ken QlackweJI,and Dr.
Napoleon Bryant expressed considerable consternation.over the,fact
that each year 8-12 new faculty wiU ·
be hired without the addition of new
black educators. This .has become a
noticeably questionable pattern·over ·
the years.
"How do you feel your colleaaues
. respond to you?'', the News asked.
• 1

saying ..At Xavier the support and
encouragement -provided by several
members of the University community has been very helpful ···
although some have been downright
discouraging. I see my tenure at
Xavier as positive. However it would
be dishonestto say thatrelationships
throughout the university were at an
optimum."
· Rev. Harper .feels that although
the university sees a need for black
educators it has not rea 11Y beencon·
b
11
·
the
bla
scientious a out a. owmg
c k.
educator into the mainstream of
decJSton-ma
··
k'mg m
· the un t'vers'ty
• ·
Ken Blackwell, who interacts with
faculty and administrators as Director of the .University and Urban Af- .;·.
fairs Office, commented that for ;;:
black students and faculty, problems ;:.:
generaUy arise from a "reciprocity of 7,
misinterpretation" and not from in- ;.
tentional or overt actions. The goal 't
of the Bl,ack faculty caucus will be to ~~
address· itself· effectively to these ;;;
needs ·at ·Xavier and act as vital~
resource ·to the university "as an i~·:t:
stitution _with a responsibility to its~
contiguous multicultural communi-;;_:.
ty."
.·.·
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Hewlett-Packard introduces
asmaller~ ',.

,.

calculator:theHP-21Sdentifi~

$125.00:
j.

'.....,.

Now $125.00 buys:
More power than' ou~ HP-35. 32. pre-pro-.
grammed functions and operations _.vs; 22 for
our HP-35. The HP-21 performs aJ1·Jog{and
trig functions, the latter in radians or degtees.
It's our only caJcuJator short of the HP-45 that
Jets you: .
·
• convert polar to re~tangular coordinates, and
back again (-+P,~R);
• do fuJI register arithmetic (M+, M~, MX,
M+);
• caJcuJate a common antilog (l 0 X). with a
single keystroke.
The HP-21 also performs ·an basic data
manipulations (1 fx, yx, VX, ") and executes
.all pre-programmed functions in one.second or
·Jess. In sum, it's des,igned to solve tomoi'r.ow's
problems as weJJ as today's.
Smaller size. 6 ounces vs. 9 ounces fot our
HP-35.
Full display formatting. The display key (DSP)
lets you choose between fixed decimal and
scientific notation and lets you control the numP111a 12

her of places displayed: (The HP-21 always
uses all to digits intemalJy.)
.
If a number is too large or small for Axed
decimal dfsplay, the .HP-21 switches automati- cally to scientific. It never confuses a smaUer .
number with zero.
FinaJly, if you give the HP-21 an impossible
instruction, the Display speJis E-r-r-o-r.
RPN logic system. Here's what this_ unique
logic system means for you:
• You can evaluate any expression without
copying parentheses, worrying about hierarchies or re-structuring beforehand.
• You can solve all' problems your way-the
way you now use when you use a slide rule.
• You solve all problems-no matter how- complex-one step at a tirne. You never· work
with more than two numbers at once.
• You see all intermediate answers immediately.
The HP-21 executes each function immediately after you press the function key.
• You can easily backtrack when you err. The
HP-21 performs a.ll operations. sequentiaJiy.

. • You can re-use numbers without re-entering
them:.The HP-2t·becomes your scratch pad.
H-P quality craftsmanship. One reason Nobel
Prize winners; astronauts, conquerors of Everest, America's Cup navigators and over 500,000
other professionals oWil H-P calculators.
Your bookstore will give you a demonstration today. Cha1Jenge our new HP-21 with
your problems. See for yourself how much performance:$125.00* can buy. If your h9okstore
doesn't have· the HP-21 yet, call us at 800-,
538-7922 (in Calif. 800-662-98()2) for the
name of a dealer who does.
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Sales and service from 172 offices 65 countries.
Dept. 658,_19310'Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014
61~/IJ'J

*Suggested retail rricc excluding aprlicable state and local taxesContinental U.S.A., Alaska & Hawaii.
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